The contents of this catalog supercede the contents of this addendum supercede the content specified in the 2015-2016 cat- 
alog where noted. Contents of the 2015-2016 catalog not revised in this addendum remain in effect. The unrevised content 
of the 2015-2016 catalog and the revised content of this addendum are valid for the 2015-2016 academic year.

Page numbers are those of the 2015-2016 Catalog.

Revised 3-30-15

P. 90: DFT 185 removed from AAS and Certificate in Carpentry; replaced with DFT 100

P. 94: Title change of AAS in Computer Information Systems to Computer Information Systems- Information Systems Emphasis; major credits reduced from 20 to 14; departmental credits increased from 21 to 28; general elective credit removed. Revised program requirements available at https://www.azwestern.edu/learning_services/degrees_and_certifi-
cates/

P.135: Nursing Practical Certificate total credits reduced from 42.25 to 42; NUR 121 course credits reduced from 8.25 to 8

P. 143: REC 230 removed from Recreation Management AAS and Certificate; major courses reduced to 27; AAS electives increased to 13; certificate total credits reduced from 33 to 30

P.173: CIS 121 added prerequisite: ENG 100 eligibility or appropriate reading score

P.174: CIS 131 prerequisite changed to MAT 81 or approved higher level math and CIS 105 or CIS 120

P.177: DFT 106 prerequisite DFT 100 change to corequisite

P. 177: DFT 203 course description revised; added DFT 100 as additional prerequisite

P.178: DFT 204 course description revised

P.192: EXW 218 credits reduced from 3 to 2

Revised 4-13-15

P. 188 New course: ENG 265 Introduction to Women Writers; 3 cr.; General Education (GE) Humanities course; Writing Intensive (WI)

Revised 4-21-15

P. 187 ENG 80 prerequisite changed to appropriate placement test scores or ESL 94R or ESL 94G and ESL 94S or ESL 94B

P. 231 RDG 93 prerequisite changed to appropriate placement test scores or ESL 94R or ESL 94G and ESL 94S or ESL 94B

Revised 6-24-15

P. 188 ENG 245 general education awareness area corrected; replaced ‘H’ with ‘C’.

Revised 7-2-15

P.27 Deadlines for Dropping Classes and Receiving a Refund revised to:

For all classes, an official drop must occur prior to midnight before the second class meeting for face-to-face classes or prior to midnight before the second day after the start date for online or hybrid classes, except:

- For a full semester-length Fall or Spring class, an official drop must occur prior to or during the first four days of the semester.
- For a full semester-length Summer class, an official drop must occur prior to or during the first three days of the semester.
- For a class that meets a total of four times or less, an official drop must occur prior to midnight before the first class meets.

P. 111 EGR 188 credits reduced from 5 to 4. Major course total reduced from 8 to 7. Total program credits reduced from 66 to 65.

Revised 12-2-15

P. 207 LMT 219 prerequisite LMT 214 changed to corequisite
Revised 12-17-15

P. 219 NUR 222 co-requisite changed from MAT 142 or approved higher level math and humanities elective to MAT 142 or approved higher level math and one arts or humanities course

Revised 1-7-16

P. 200 HLS 101 prerequisite removed

P. 200 HLS 103 prerequisite removed

P. 201 HLS 107 prerequisite changed from ENG 90 or approved higher level English and a basic understanding of computer systems and operations to Eligibility for ENG 90 and a basic understanding of computer systems and operations

P. 201 HLS 203 prerequisite changed from ENG 90 or approved higher level English and HLS 101 and AJS 191 to AJS 191 and HLS 101 and eligibility for ENG 90

P. 201 HLS 215 prerequisite changed from ENG 90 or approved higher level English to Eligibility for ENG 90

Revised 1-20-16

P. 19 The following paragraph was inserted after the first paragraph under ‘Student Loans and Eligibility’: A student or parent of student who enters into an agreement regarding a Title IV loan will be reported to the National Student Loan Data System. A student is able to access this information by logging in to www.nslds.ed.gov. Guaranty agencies, eligible lenders and eligible institutions of higher education also have access to information submitted to the NSLDS.

P. 19 removed the sixth bullet: Students must not have exceeded the AWC established loan limit of $15,000 (includes all schools attended)